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It is my privilege as president of the Yale Alumni in Medicine to extend
greetings to all of you on this, Our Day, at our medical alma mater. On
behalf of the alumni, I assure you-members of the Executive Committee
of the Alumni in Medicine, and you, the administrative and faculty mem-
bers of Yale University School of Medicine-of our sincere appreciation
of your fine cordiality and of your excellent program of scientific and social
activities. We all agree that it exceeds in scope and interest the Alumni
Day programs of the past. We are given the opportunity to see the school
in operation; to observe its teaching; to witness its exhibits, its functioning
laboratories, and its vast research projects; to admire its fine libraries; and
to attend grand rounds, symposiums, and conferences of the most interesting
and instructive kind. We thank you most heartily for all that you have
done for us.
Of course, what most impresses many of us today is the great change over
the years: old landmarks are gone, and old familiar faces. Such change is
typical of the American way of growth in an age of rapid scientific progress,
when the field of medical knowledge and scientific activity has so widened
that new problems have and are continually confronting the school. Today,
it is a great satisfaction to know, that, in keeping with the improvement in
its physical equipment, the school will not only continue to emphasize but
add emphasis to its fundamental function, namely, adequate and high-grade
teaching. In the old days, we had superb teaching by inspiring leaders, but
poor and meager equipment and little research work. Today, we have excel-
lent equipment (though needing further modernization) developed by the
efforts of recognized leaders in medical science-to whom we are glad to
pay tribute.
Now, there is a phase of the school's activities that is not so obvious as we
look around within its walls. I refer to its interest in carrying extramural
postgraduate medical instruction to outlying areas of the state, in co-operat-
ing with many hospitals, with the State Medical Society, and with other
health-promoting agencies, thus taking on the functions of a medical center.
Dean Long, I am sure, will elaborate upon this important contribution to
medical practice. I trust that all of you have read his excellent 1948-49 re-
port as Dean, and President Seymour's recent favorable comments upon it.
This significant expansion of our medical school's extramural influence
represents an important trend in a changing pattern of postgraduate educa-
tion and of medical care.
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had an able and influential advocate in Dr. Alan Gregg, Director of Medical
Sciences of the Rockefeller Foundation. Let me quote a sentence from an
address of his on "The Future of the Voluntary Hospital" delivered nearly
six years ago at the centennial celebration of Butler Hospital: "Institutions
must change to meet . . . their outside relations, if they are to keep signifi-
cant." That is as true of the voluntary medical school as of the voluntary
hospital, and I may add that the best type of voluntary hospital is the one
associated in some way with a medical school. It is only just to acknowledge
that for years there have been instances and places where some form of co-
operative medical care has been successfully carried on-so the idea is not
new. But now the most encouraging feature of it all is that not only is the
idea becoming more widespread, but that most practising physicians are
eager to avail themselves of this postgraduate instruction and thereby to im-
prove their ability to better serve their patients. Whatever may come later
in the way of regimentation in our medical affairs, this form of evolution
in postgraduate education and in medical care is sure to continue, and we
should be proud that Yale is so whole-heartedly behind such a program. The
keen interest of the Corporation and President of Yale University and their
support of medical affairs at Yale is most heartening.
In concluding, we, the alumni, must remain conscious of Yale's consider-
able initial investment in us, of its growing assistance in keeping us profes-
sionally fit; and, parenthetically, I wonder if we all realize that the alumni
of no other single department of the many departments of Yale University
are as dependent upon their department in after years, as are we, the gradu-
ates of medicine. I do not wish to take up more valuable time as there are
others on the program whom we are all anxious to hear since they have
messages relating to the future of this school, its policy and future programs,
as well as how we alumni fit into the picture. I wish to leave with you, how-
ever, this challenge. After today's re-acquaintance with the school's varied
activities, after learning more about its growing usefulness and influence,
and being conscious of its desire to extend and make its teaching program
second to none, let us be sure that we not fail to assume our proper and fair
share of responsibility in the venture.
A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF THE ASSOCIATION'S MEETING
ON SUNDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 11, 1950
MIRIAM K. DASEY
A cool, delightful summer day, the thermometer steady and no change in
weather forecast: for me it was my most important day at Yale. It began
mid-morning with the delivery of an orchid; a purple bloom with white
petals and festive loops of white ribbon. Then came word from Ethel Kush-
lan that there was a very good "write-up" in the New Haven Register, and
that she was sending the children among her neighbors asking them to save
that section for her so that she could send it to me, knowing that members
of my family and friends would be interested. All good omens were leading
up to three-thirty when the Kushlans called for me.